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PROJECT TEAM

Laure X Cast

PRIMARY CONTACT

accounts@getwith.aapp

CTA MEMBERS

Laure Cast

PROJECT TRACK

Social platform ethics and acc…

OTHER PROJECT AREA RATIONALE

SUMMARY

The world's population comprises 
a majority of people of colour and 
half or more are non-male. 
Collaborative technologists must…

ALIGNMENT WITH CTA PRINCIPLES

The CTA has put energy into 
creating great ideals and 
principles and has so much 
potential to foster amazing …

DESIRED OUTCOME

For CTA to reflect a much broader 
range of voices and to self-audit 
what  barriers might be in the way, 
as well as to experience collectiv…

MILESTONES

To have had multiple 
facilitated sessions involving 

Collaboration + Inclusion
PROJECT TEAM

Jonathan Sand

PRIMARY CONTACT

sand@gizmolab.com

CTA MEMBERS

Jonathan R Sand

PROJECT TRACK

Technical interoperabili

OTHER PROJECT AREA RATIO

SUMMARY

Being able to view inform
non-linear way let’s peop
relationships between in
However, few interface e

ALIGNMENT WITH CTA PRINC

This ecosystem map alig
many of the principles w
proposal “CTA Ecosystem
submitted by Vincent Ar

DESIRED OUTCOME

In the long term, improv
expand the capabilities o
app and plugin and mak
capability widely availab

MILESTONES

Port a significant fraction
existing Seriously app fro

Seriously web app a
PROJECT TEAM

Vincent Arena,Jonathan Sand,We…

PRIMARY CONTACT

vincent.l.arena@gmail.com

CTA MEMBERS

Vincent Arena

PROJECT TRACK

Technical interoperability & d…

OTHER PROJECT AREA RATIONALE

SUMMARY

Projects and people within the 
CTA ecosystem lack a central place 
to explore other projects and 
people, and improve collaboratio…

ALIGNMENT WITH CTA PRINCIPLES

This ecosystem map aligns with 
many of the CTA principles. It will 
promote co-creation by giving a 
tangible path to look for and …

DESIRED OUTCOME

1. Short term
a. create a visualization 

that allows people to 
give tours through the …

MILESTONES

Milestones:
a. work on getting the 

Interoperable & Dynamic …

Name

Integral Interoperability Framework

Project Team Andrea Harding, Bret Warshawsky 

Primary Contact spiritualphilanthropy55@gmail.com

CTA Members Bret WARSHAWSKY

Andrea Harding

Project Track Technical interoperability & data portability across social platforms

Social platform ethics and accountability (i.e. promoting prosocial princip…

Social interoperability Platform coops and data commons Other

Other Project Area
Rationale
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Summary Problem: Interoperability is generally not approached and governed 
integrally and is usually managed through different silos and filters such as 
technology, data and social or economic relationships.  In addition, less 
conscious silos are created through psychological values and what Spiral 
Dynamics refers to as memes (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_Dynamics). 

Solution: Our Integral Interoperability Framework (IIF) will examine how our 
own co-creative innovations in development at Symphonics (‘Symphony 
Engine’, ‘Holosourcing’) can work in unison with other interoperability 
projects and initiatives to bring forth foundations for an integral governance 
protocol and solution.   The IIF would present a governance architecture for 
an integral approach, setting out pathways for how this can be achieved via 
different mechanisms (social processes, technologies, governance 
arrangements).  

Who: We define co-creation as a Tier 2 meme which is examining holistically 
how all life can interoperate in a shared process, and thus co-creative 
solutions transcend and include collaboration (green) and competitive 
(orange) memes which are currently prevalent.  Our vision is to serve all life 
through living systems architectures, and at the transcendental (Tier 2 
Turquoise level), the cosmos.  

Stakeholders: We will look to expand interoperability works we are already 
undertaking for the European FIT for Change Ecosystem Mapping and the 
Igniting the Holomovement project which includes linked projects and 
partners such as Life Itself, Emerge, the Center for European Integral Studies, 
The Source of Synergy Foundation, Evolutionary Leaders, Prosocial, 
Perspect3vism and Lincd.  We have already been planning to broaden the 
scope of this activity to Catalist, CTA and Hylo (who we are already connected 
with) as well as Brad de Graff’s work who is connected via Emerge (and the 
FIT project). Our goal would be to also work with contributors to the 
Collabathon to develop use cases. 

Alignment with CTA
Principles

At the heart of our co-creative approach is an integral exploration of how all 
life can operate in an ‘all-win’ synergy and shared process in such a way that 
each living agent is healthy and thriving.  Health and well being are defined 
integrally (socially, economically, biologically, environmentally, emotionally 
etc) and take into account the impact of personal states of being and 
worldviews on external behaviours to support life to come into whole systems 
(and thus .  Our co-creative philosophy assigns maximum agency to co-
creators by supporting them to steward and source their own works and uses 
a membrane solution to open up gates of stewardship and asset sharing 
based on synergistic terms of engagement (thus supporting equitable 
distribution of compensation and recognition of work).  We use a 
cosmological ontology to achieve infinite participation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_Dynamics
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Desired Outcome Short term goals:

Longer term goals

Integral approach established for facilitating interoperability of projects

Meta level cohesion brought to seemingly disparate initiatives (which 
aim to be collaborative but aren’t)

Early days collaboration between main interoperability initiatives with 
use cases 

Enhanced collaboration through using synergistic protocols (‘joining 
what’s working’ vs ‘joining together to start new projects’)

Development of integral interoperability solutions and platforms 
(themselves co-created through the integral framework)

Milestones Consultation process with key interoperability players

Development of use cases and testing/demonstration

Creation of overarching framework 

Set up of Integral Interoperability co-creator partnership with key 
initiators 

Resource Requirements Coordination, R&D, project mgt and framework development - $5000

Extra Use case funding support $X per use case, depending on 
circumstances 


